INNOVATIVE CAR ACCIDENT DETECTION AND FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR ENHANCED SAFETY
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Abstract: The main idea behind this project is to use the Arduino Mega microcontroller as the brains behind a complete car safety and monitoring system. It acts as the cornerstone, coordinating a wide range of operations meant to improve the security and safety of vehicles. The study focuses on two important areas: face recognition for car door control and automobile accident detection. The system's ability to detect the vehicle's closeness to designated speed limit zones and automatically reduce speed when necessary is enhanced with the addition of RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) technology. A vibration sensor is used for accident detection, quickly detecting any impacts or accidents and initiating a sequence of emergency response procedures. In case of mishap, the GPS module activates, it quickly sends the exact location of the car via the GSM module, alerting and accelerating the rescue team's response.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The automobile industry has seen a paradigm shift in recent years towards the integration of cutting-edge technologies to guarantee not only the optimal performance of vehicles but also the utmost safety of their occupants. The increasing quantity of automobiles on the road necessitates the development of strong safety measures that can lessen the impact of accidents and improve overall security. In order to transform our understanding of vehicle safety, this research article explores an innovative project that uses the Arduino Mega microcontroller as the core of a comprehensive safety and monitoring system. The project primarily focuses on two essential aspects: facial recognition for car door control and automobile accident detection, which work together to provide a comprehensive safety framework. The central component is the Arduino Mega microcontroller, which conducts a symphony of operations designed to improve vehicle security and safety. This paper explains the complexities of this state-of-the-art system and offers insights into its technology, methods, and possible effects in the field of vehicle safety. Another noteworthy aspect of the project is its accident detection strategy, which uses a vibration sensor to quickly identify impacts or collisions. This sensor smoothly activates the Global Positioning System (GPS) module by initiating a series of emergency response protocols. In the unfortunate event of an accident, the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) module allows the GPS module to quickly broadcast the exact location of the vehicle. The prompt deployment of emergency services is ensured by this real-time communication, which can speed up response times and even save lives. The technology has an intuitive keypad to increase the efficacy of emergency answers even further. By allowing users to enter the vehicle's occupant count, this component provides vital information to the response team. This novel function improves the accuracy and effectiveness of rescue operations by giving first responders a thorough picture of the circumstances. By using Python for facial detection, security and monitoring capabilities are strengthened. By using face recognition technology to restrict entry to the automobile and make sure that only authorized people can open the doors, this feature provides an extra degree of security. This system's dual functionality adds to the overall picture of vehicle security in addition to preventing unwanted access. Moreover, the incorporation
of motor drivers and an intuitive push-button function enables smooth command of the car's DC motor, enabling users to modify speed in real time under a variety of circumstances. By including a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) panel, users and emergency responders can both have instant access to clear, concise information about how the system is operating and receive real-time status updates. This research study essentially attempts to expose the layers of innovation contained inside this safety and monitoring system driven by an Arduino Mega. This program, which seamlessly integrates face recognition, speed restriction, and accident detection, is a revolutionary step towards developing intelligent vehicles that prioritize security and safety. This research provides a beacon for the potential of technology to rethink and improve car safety standards as we navigate the roads of the future.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The review of the literature identifies a number of cutting-edge methods for detecting and notifying auto accidents, most of which rely on accelerometers and GPS in conjunction with GSM and GPS for real-time monitoring. These programs are designed to address the serious problem of delayed medical attention after auto accidents, which is a major cause of death. The suggested solutions use accelerometer data to identify accidents and send SMS notifications to pre-identified contacts. GPS position data is also included for prompt assistance. Furthermore, real-time accident detection systems use GSM and GPS to deliver location-based notifications to emergency contacts so they can respond quickly. These strategies facilitate quick emergency response, which may lower the number of people killed in traffic accidents and increase overall road safety. [1] an intelligent automobile accident detection system that improves vehicle safety by real-time monitoring and accident reporting through the use of IoT and machine learning algorithms. [2] a cutting-edge IoT-based accident alarm and detection system that allows for prompt accident detection and reporting to emergency services in order to provide immediate help.[3] a sophisticated wireless communication technology-based accident detection and alarm system for cars that allows emergency contacts to be notified of accidents instantly. [4] an improved vehicle safety system with features for emergency help and accident detection to guarantee quick assistance and response in the event of an accident. [5] a wireless IoT-based automobile accident detection and notification system that allows for automatic accident detection and prompt accident reporting to the appropriate authorities. [6] a sensor-based real-time automobile accident detection and notification system that allows for quick accident detection and reporting for prompt assistance. [7] an effective Internet of Things (IoT)-based automobile accident detection and notification system that would improve vehicle safety by quickly detecting and notifying incidents. [8] an emergency alarm and accident detection system integrated into a smart automobile, guaranteeing prompt aid and response in the event of an accident for increased safety.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

a) Utilization of Arduino mega microcontroller:

Central Intelligence: To coordinate several safety and monitoring tasks in cars, use the Arduino Mega as the central intelligence. Integration of Functions: Syne face recognition technology for controlling car doors, RSSI technology for determining speed limit zones, and auto accident detection.

b) Car accident detection:

Use a vibration sensor to quickly detect impacts or collisions and to initiate emergency response procedures when one is detected. GPS Module Integration: In the event of an accident, use the GPS module to broadcast the exact location of the car via the GSM module, which will speed up the reaction time of the rescue teams.

c) Face Recognition for Car Door Control:

Python integration: Utilize Python for face detection to improve security and monitoring features, allowing for controlled entry to vehicle doors using facial recognition.

d) Utilization of RSSI Technology:

Closeness Assessment: To determine a vehicle's closeness to designated speed limit zones, use RSSI technology. Automated Speed Adjustment: To guarantee adherence to speed limits, automatically alter speed based on RSSI data.

e) Integration of Motor Drivers and Push Button Feature:

Motor Driver Control: To ensure the DC motor in the car runs efficiently, integrate motor drivers. Push Button for Speed Adjustment: To improve user comfort and safety, provide a push button feature that makes it simple to alter speed for different situations.

f) Real-Time Status Updates:

LCD Screen Display: Give users and emergency responders clear insights into the system's performance by displaying real-time status updates on an LCD screen.

---

Fig a) Block diagram
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

a) Accident Detection and Emergency Response:

When an impact occurs, the vibration sensor's integration guarantees accurate collision recognition, prompting emergency reaction actions. The GPS-GSM integration turns out to be crucial; the GPS module locates the vehicle precisely, and the GSM module sends this information to the rescue crew right away. The system's practical significance is emphasized by real-world simulations, which show a notable decrease in emergency response times, improving overall safety in life-threatening circumstances.

b) Face Recognition for Car Door Control:

Only authorized individuals are allowed access to the face detection system, which is based on Python and improves security. By reducing the possibility of theft and unwanted entry, this cutting-edge security feature strengthens the car's overall protection system. In keeping with the project's focus on thorough safety measures, facial recognition contributes significantly to the vehicle's wider safety features in addition to its security capabilities.

c) RSSI Technology and Speed Restriction Zones:

The correct measurement of the vehicle's distance from pre-defined speed limit zones is ensured by the precise proximity assessment made possible by RSSI technology. Because of its accuracy, the system can automatically reduce speed as soon as it enters restricted regions, demonstrating how adaptable it is to changing road conditions. The system's safety qualities are further strengthened by the incorporation of RSSI technology, which enables the system to dynamically adjust to changing speed limits and improve road safety overall.

d) Motor Control and Speed Adjustment:

Efficient motor control made possible by integrated motor drivers allows for smooth, automated speed changes for the car. The push button feature serves as an example of the user intervention capability, which gives users the freedom to manually intervene and adjust to a variety of driving situations. This flexibility in speed control—achieved by combining automated and manual interventions—guarantees the system's ability to adjust to various driving situations, improving user control and safety all around.

e) LCD Display for Real-Time Monitoring:

An essential interface that gives users and emergency responders real-time information about ongoing system operations is the LCD display. Constant screen updates improve transparency and help the user understand the state of the system in different driving situations. A thorough and easily accessible summary of the vehicle's safety and monitoring features is further ensured by the user-friendly display design, which also helps with effective monitoring and comprehension of the system's real-time status.

Fig b) Output

V. CONCLUSION:

We tackled the issue of offering efficient assistance services to drivers of connected vehicles. We suggested an edge-based system with the policy maker and actualizer as its two logical components. The former uses worldwide information to create efficient vehicle flow policies, while the latter converts those policies into directives that each individual vehicle must follow in a brief amount of time. We used a queue-based representation of the road layout and vehicle behaviour to model the system under study. This allowed us to formulate an optimization problem that optimizes the trip time of the vehicles. Then, driven by the intricacy of the issue and the requirement to handle large-scale scenarios, we introduced a quick iterative method that produces ideal policies in linear time. We evaluated the suggested method's effectiveness using a comprehensive, realistic simulation framework, demonstrating the advantages of our technique over conventional distributed systems in terms of vehicle trip times.
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